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I. INTRODt£TION
Prior analyses of a plasma in a magnetic field have been limited, as far as the writer is aware, to cases in which the relative change in field over the orbital distance and the relative change in ion concentration are both small, or in which the relations have been viewed in a purely hydrodynamical way. The first approach excludes cases which can be of considerable interest, for it fails for a plasma edge. The second loses all sight of the structure imposed by the orbital motions.
II. FORMULATION OF ffiOBLEM
The present analysis attempts to overcome these limitations, although it may impose others. The problem attacked is that of describing exactly the re lations which exist between a limited plane plasma and a vacuum. It is assumed that there are no collisions, and, for the present, that positive and negative ,;particles are present in equa1 numbers, have the same mass m and are monoenergetic with speed Vo in the plane perpendicular to the field. { It does not seem possible to start nth an assumed density distribution because the distribution chosen might well be inconsistent with the existence ._~~.
of orbits, and the problem of distribution in velocity space reDBins open;
certainly at the plasma qoundary there are no particles moving perpendicular to it. Nor is it possible to begin with an assumed field distribution. Seemingly, the only approach is to describe the plasma as if it were being built up from its face inward essentially in the way chosen here • .'
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• · l'I \' IJ'lJ .Il~',.t" '" I "':'rt :.~.~. tiI!tVL.. ,-.,,\;u lR eferring to Yig. 1, the vacuum magnetic field B o is uniform and. in the z-directioll. The plasma is uniform in the x-and z-directions and extends to the right from y =O. Consider At x, Y the Class I} particles will occupy an x-extent of
By direct substitution 'We now find the number of Class p particles at x, y to be expressible as
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This can be simplified by noting that the uniformity with respect to x assures 'that when t is eliminated between Eq (1.5 A) and (1.5 B) Y will be a function of' x -5 rather than of either coordinate indiVidually. Accordingly ....
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We note further that each particle JTJal".es a double contribution to the density, once on the outward leg (y > 0) and again on the inward leg (y < 0) of its journey.
It follows that the density of Class~particles at x, y is and the density of all of the positive particles is
where, when y is small,~} (y) = 0 because every trajectory encountered between the plasma edge and y reaches to y; but when y is so great that some trajectories do not penetrate to it, then >J(Y) is the coordinate of the apogee of the trajectory whose perigee lies at y. A more general point of view is that trajectories are present throughout the vacuum as well as 'the plasma. but that for
6" (fJ) =0." With this concept no Juggling of~(y) at the lower limit is neceSsary. Such juggling can, however, be convenient.
The current density of all positive particles 1s eVidently A further integration is required to calculate the magnetic field change.
The equations of the particle trajectories are the usual (6) and-:-because of symmetry 'We can proceed by letting tf be the sum of~oth positives
This set of equations can be started toward dimensionless form by the substitution of the dimensionless capitals for the lower-case variables as follows:
t
The new equations are (10), (11)
It only remains to put (12) to make the field equation dimensionless also:'
H(Y~(
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:t,now, we apply the same conversion to Eq (2) we find
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.t:.,_._.~t The solution or the equations is a machine Job aud is being undertaken on :' the Univac. Meanwhile, the only order of approximation which it i8 worth while to 'try to solve analytically is that in ,which the particle density is so low that the depression of B is so small that t~deviation of' the trajecto~1es trom circular 18 negligible. Then the orbit radius i8 unity, and tor the trajectory and for fixed Y
The t1rst integration in Eq (13) tor S(H} =S, constant, 'is conveniently carried out in the two regions
.. ' .,
' " ' the" second, 1utegratlO,n,leacis' to
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¥hiCh ;oepreser,rts th~depression 01' the magnet1cfield in dimensionless tOr1ll..
1'urning to the partlclaconcentration given oy Eq. (14):
In Fig. 2 . ...
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'the 'bracketed ejpressiou should 'be rep1fc:.~\'9.Y.~tlJ" f = 2 value,
• '1IUIely, unity, &nd. 'thus the generally accepted relation is conf'irmed. It is not 'strause tha'tiu the bf>\U1darY.1ayer, Y< 2, 'the accepted relation should be de-. ,partOdtrom because theret~e plasma is not isotropic.~is deps.rt~e is shown .but, alao·
Accordiugly " .
•• at 0 ya: -Y ay (27) , Eq (14) applies to particles of a particUlar speed, s..ay v, When there is a ,distribution of epeeds, and this is indicated by re-writing it:
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Ttie integrals in~qB (29) But nowhere would the plasma thus "ConSV.,l;'tep" approach uniformity and it will not .
• •~. '. I.
• , be possible to establish a self-'~c!ns1sterit 11>188ma with a distribution of velocities.
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VI. ELECTRIC Curva:NTS AND MASS MCYl'IONs IN THE BOUNDARt -ragP,.
At a distance Yo from the p~as_ edge where the plasma is assumed to be essentially Maxwellian and uniform 1JDagine a plane P as shown in Fig. 4 .
To the right of P 'trajectories are circular so that there 1s~o mass drift.
-..
,,~tany point all directiOD$ of motion are equally likely tar~velocity classes 40 that there is no net current density.
We shall be interested in the total current per unit s-depth of plas:ma, and 'We have just seen that all of it lies 1#0 the lef't of P. There we analyze the electric current not by volume element but by particles in their trajectories.
Some trajectories cross P, many do not. The current, in terms of 6{2, arising trom the former. viII be denoted by J lI from the latter by J 2 , and precise meaning 1s given these quantities by writing (1) to selecting one trajectory (H • constant) and smmnirig its current contributions and then (2), summing over all the trajectories involved. It then becomas evident that the
included in the area CDEC. '
For this the double . · t.: t ) ' ).~,," ,J
• • ' . t
• 11:-: ",' t, t t t.. '.: (1 -n) (1 +£2 )
• -2 n 1 .
and from Eq (32)
These relations lead to the following comments:
(1) J 2 is a pa.re.magnetic current which is more than overbalanced by the diamagnetic J 1 •
(2) In weak enough plasmas where il 1s only slightly less than unity (Yery al1ght depression of B) J2 is r:aegligible compared to J l which is a cOnt1rlatlon of the earlier treatment ot the weak plasma case.
(3) As B is severely depressed,.fl approaching zero, both currents grow without limit. 
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